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Let (Mn, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and dimension
n2. In this paper we discuss the first non-zero eigenvalue problem
2.=0 on M,
(1)
.
’
=&1. on M.
Problem (1) is known as the Stekloff problem because it was introduced by him in
1902, for bounded domains of the plane. We discuss estimates of the eigenvalue &1
in terms of the geometry of the manifold (Mn, g). In the two-dimensional case we
generalize Payne’s Theorem [P] for bounded domains in the plane to non-negative
curvature manifolds. In this case we show that &1k0 , where kgk0 and kg represents
the geodesic curvature of the boundary. In higher dimensions n3 for non-negative
Ricci curvature manifolds we show that &1>k0 2, where k0 is a lower bound for
any eigenvalue of the second fundamental form of the boundary. We introduce an
isoperimetric constant and prove a Cheeger’s type inequality for the Stekloff eigenvalue.
 1997 Academic Press
Let (Mn, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. In my
work about conformal deformation of metrics on manifolds with boundary
the sign of the Sobolev Quotient Q(M) and the Sobolev trace quotient
Q(M, M) of the manifold M are important conformal invariants (see [E1]
and [E2]). They can be characterized by the sign of the first eigenvalue of
the problems
L.+*1.=0 on M,
B.=0 on M,
and
L.=0 on M,
B.=&1 . on M,
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respectively, where L=2g&((n&2)4(n&1)) Rg is the conformal Laplacian,
with respect to the boundary operator B=(’g)+((n&2)2) hg . Here Rg
denotes the scalar curvature on M, hg denotes the mean curvature of the
boundary of M and ’g is the normal derivative with respect to the outward
normal vector on the boundary.
It is natural to study the first eigenvalue of the associated equation
without the functions Rg and hg . In that case we study the eigenvalue
problems:
2.+*1.=0 on M,
(1).
’
=0 on M,
and
2.=0 on M,
(2).
’
=&1. on M.
Problem (1) is well known as the Neumann eigenvalue problem and it has
been studied extensively by many authors, see [LT] and all references in
that paper.
The problem we address here is to find estimates from below for the first
non-zero eigenvalue of Problem (2).
Problem (2) is known as the Stekloff problem because it was introduced
by him in [S], in 1902, for bounded domains of the plane. In this case the
problem has applications in physics. The function . represents the steady
state temperature on a domain M and the flux on the boundary is propor-
tional to the temperature. It is also important in conductivity because the
set of eigenvalues for the Stekloff problem is the same as the set of eigen-
values of the well-known DirichletNeumann map. This map associates to
each function u defined on the boundary M, the normal derivative of the
harmonic function on M with boundary data u.
Finally we are interested in the relation between &1 and the first
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on M.
We begin with our results in two dimensional manifolds. The following
theorem is a generalization of Payne’s Theorem for domains on the
Euclidean space [P].
Theorem 1. Let (M2, g) be a compact manifold with boundary. Assume
that M has non-negative Gaussian curvature, K, and that the geodesic
curvature of M, kg satisfies kgk0>0. Then the first non-zero eigenvalue
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of the Stekloff problem &1 satisfies &1k0 . Equality holds only for the
Euclidean ball of radius k&10 .
Proof. Let . be a non-constant eigenfunction for the Stekloff problem.
Thus . is a solution to problem (2).
Consider the function v= 12 |{.|
2. The Ricci identity implies that
2v=|Hess .| 2+({., {(2.))+K |{.| 2.
Since . is a harmonic function and K0 we find that
2v=|Hess .| 2+K |{.| 20, (3)
and hence v is a subharmonic function. Therefore the maximum of v is
achieved at some point P # M. The boundary point lemma implies that
(v’)(P)>0 or v is identically constant.
Let’s assume (v’)(P)>0 and let (x, t) be Fermi coordinates around
the point P, i.e., x represents a point on the curve M and t represents
distance to the boundary point x. The metric has the form
ds2=dt2+ f 2(t, x) dx2, (4)
where f (P)=1, (fx)(P)=0. Thus
|{.| 2=\.t +
2
+ f &2 \.x+
2
,
and
v
x
=
.
t
2.
x t
+ f &2
.
x
2.
x2
& f &3
f
x \
.
x+
2
.
Evaluating at the point P we find that
v
x
(P)=
.
t
2.
x t
+
.
x
2.
x2
=0. (5)
The Laplacian with respect to the metric given by (4) in Fermi coordinates
(x, t) is
2=
2
t2
+ f &1
f
t

t
+ f &1

x \f &1

x+ .
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The geodesic curvature of M can be calculated in terms of the function f
and its first derivative as follows:
kg =&\Dx t ,

x+=&\Dt

x
,

x+
=&
1
2

t \

x
,

x+=&
1
2

t
( f 2)=&ff $. (6)
Hence at P we find that
2.=
2.
t2
&kg
.
t
+
2.
x2
=0. (7)
Using the equality (6) we get that
v
t
(P)=
.
t
2.
t2
+
.
x
2.
t x
+kg \.x+
2
.
Equation (7) implies that
v
t
(P)=kg |{.| 2&
.
t
2.
x2
+
.
x
2.
t x
. (8)
If (.x)(P){0, Eq. (5) and the boundary condition in (2) yields
2.
x2
(P)=&1
.
t
(P).
Therefore Eq. (8) can be re-written using the boundary condition in (2) as
v
t
(P)=(kg&&1) |{.| 2<0.
Hence, &1>kg(P)k0 .
Now we assume that (.x)(P)=0. A straightforward calculation
yields
2v
x2
(P)=\ 
2.
x t+
2
+
.
t
3.
x2 t
+\
2.
x2+
2
.
Using the boundary condition in (2) we get that
2v
x2
(P)=&21.
2.
x2
+\
2.
x2+
2
0. (9)
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Since (.x)(P)=0, Eq. (8) implies that
v
t
(P)=kg \.t +
2
+&1.
2.
x2
=kg &21.
2+&1.
2.
x2
.
Thus
kg&31 .
2+&21.
2.
x2
<0 at P.
Adding inequality (9) with the last one we get that
\
2.
x2
+&21 .+
2
+&31(kg&&1) .
2<0.
Hence &1>kgk0 .
Let’s assume that v is the constant function. Observe that v0 because
. is non-constant. Since v is harmonic, inequality (2) implies that
Hess .=0 and K=0 on M.
Let [e1 , e2] be a local orthonormal frame field such that e1 is tangent to
M and e2=’.
0=Hess .(e1 , e2)=e1e2 .&De1 e2.
=e1 (&1.)&(De 1 e2 , e1) .1
=(&1&kg) .1 .
Observe that if .1=0 on M, then .=constant on M and hence . is
a constant function on M which is a contradiction. Thus &1=kg except
maybe when .1=0. Since Hess .(e1 , e1)=0 we have
0=Hess .(e1 , e1)=e1e1 .&De1 e1.=0
e1e1 .&(De1 e1 , e2) e2.=0
e1e1 .+kg&1.=0.
Hence . satisfies on the boundary a second order differential equation
d 2.
dx2
+kg &1 .=0
.(0)=.(l),
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where l represents the length of M. The function . does not vanishes
identically, thus .1=0 except for a finite number of points. Therefore &1=kg
except for a finite number of points and using the continuity of kg , we
conclude that &1=kg everywhere. Thus kg=k0 and it is elementary to
show that M is a ball of radius k&10 .
Theorem 1 raises the following questions: Is the estimate in Theorem 1
true when the manifold has negative Gaussian curvature? The answer is no
and one can check that on a geodesic ball on the hyperbolic space. In what
follows we give a general estimate that involves the geodesic curvature of
M but no assumption on the Gauss curvature is made.
Let (M 2, g0) be a compact manifold with boundary. Let g=e2fg0 be a
metric conformally related to the metric g0 . We denote by &1(g) the first
non-zero eigenvalue for the Stekloff problem with respect to the metric g.
The following proposition establishes the relation between &1(g) and &1(g0).
Proposition 2. &1(g)(maxx # M e& f (x)) &1(g0).
Proof. For . # C1(M ) we define
Qg(.)=
M |{.|
2
g dvg
M .
2 d_g
.
Since the Dirichlet integral is a conformal invariant and d_g=e f d_g0 we
find that
Qg(.)=
M |{.|
2
g0
dv0
M .
2e f d_0
(max
M
e& f) Qg0(.).
Proposition 2 follows from the maximum-minimum property of eigen-
values (see [CH]) and the above inequality.
Remark 3. If f is a constant function on M then
&1(g)=e& f&1(g0). (10)
In order to estimate &1(g) using Proposition 2 we assume that g0 satisfies
the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
Proposition 4. Let (M2, g0) be a manifold with boundary and nonnegative
Gaussian curvature. Assume that the geodesic curvature of M, with respect
to the metric g0 , kg0k0>0. Then for the metric g=e
2fg0 we have
&1(g)( max
x # M
e& f (x)) k0
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and
&1(g)( max
x # M
e&f (x)) \ minx # M {e f (x)kg(x)&
f (x)
’g0 =+ ,
where kg represents the geodesic curvature of M with respect to the metric g.
Proof. The first inequality is a direct consequence of Proposition 2 and
Theorem 1. For the second inequality observe that the geodesic curvatures
kg and kg 0 satisfies the following equation
kg=e& f \kg0+ f’g0+ . (11)
Using this in Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 the second estimate follows.
We give some applications of Proposition 2 and Proposition 4 to estimate
the first non-zero Stekloff eigenvalue in some particular domains.
Example 5. Let S 2 be the unit sphere in R3 and let N=[(0, 0, 1)]. Let
_=S 2&[N]  R2 be the stereographic projection which is defined as
_(x1, x2, x3)=\ x
1
1&x3
,
x2
1&x3+ .
If g is the standard metric on S2 then
\*(g )=4(1+|x| 2)&2 $ij ,
where \ denotes _&1.
The geodesic ball of radius r with center S=(0, 0, &1), Br(S)/S2 satisfies
that _(Br(S))=BR(0) where R=sin r(1+cos r)=tan(r2). Let g=\*(g )
=e2f$ij where e2f=4(1+|x| 2)&2. The function f is constant on BR . Thus
equality (10) implies that
&1(g)=e& f
1
R
.
Using the transformation law (11) we find that
&1(g)=kg&e&f
f
’
=
1&R2
2R
+R.
Equivalently &1(g )=&1(g)=cot r+tan(r2).
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Example 6. Let (B1 , gH) be the Euclidean ball of radius 1 with the
hyperbolic metric
gH=
4
(1&|x| 2)2
$ij .
Thus e f=2(1&|x| 2) and fR=2R(1&R2). If r denotes geodesic
distance to 0 then tanh(r2)=R. Thus
kg H=
1
e f _
1
R
+
2R
1&R2&=
1+R2
2R
=coth (r)
&1(gH)=kg H+
f
R
=coth r&tanh \ r2+ .
Example 7. Let 01 /S 2 be a domain not necessarily convex. Assume
that _(01 )=00 is a convex domain with 0 # 00 and that the geodesic
curvature of 00 with respect to the Euclidean metric is bigger or equal to
the real number k0>0. Then Proposition 2 implies that
&1(0) max
x # 00 \
1+|x| 2
2 + k0 .
In the following theorem we give an estimate for the first non-zero
Stekloff eigenvalue on manifolds of dimension n3.
Theorem 8. Let (Mn, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary
and dimension n3. Assume that Ric(g)0 and the second fundamental
form ? satisfies that ?k0I on M, k0>0. Then
&1>
k0
2
.
Proof. A particular case of Reilly’s formula (see [R], p. 46) says that,
for a smooth function f defined on M, the following identity holds if
u=f’ on M and v= f on M:
|
M
(2f )2&|Hess f | 2=|
M
Ric({f, {f )+|
M
(2 v+(n&1) hgu) u
&|
M
({ v, { u)+|
M
?({ v, { v).
Here 2 , { represents the Laplacian and the gradient on M with respect
to the induced metric on M. Let f be the first eigenfunction of the Stekloff
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problem (2). Since f is a harmonic function using Reilly’s formula we find
after integration by parts that
0>&|
M
|Hess f | 2 &2 |
M
{ v } { u+k0 |
M
|{ v| 2.
Using the boundary condition satisfied by the function f we get that
0>&2&1 |
M
|{ v| 2+k0 |
M
|{ v| 2. (12)
Observe that
|
M
|{ v| 2>0.
Otherwise v=constant on the boundary and hence f =constant on M
which is a contradiction. Thus (12) implies that &1>k0 2.
In order to do estimates on non-convex domains we introduce the
isoperimetric constant I defined as follows:
I= inf
0/M
Vol(00)
min[Vol(0 & M), Vol(M)&(0 & M))]
(13)
where 0 & M is a non-empty domain with boundary on the manifold M
and the set 00=0 & int(M) where int(M) is the interior of M. In the
next lemma we give a functional characterization of the isoperimetric
constant I.
Lemma 9. Let
I := inf
f # C (M )
M |{f |
inff M | f &f |
,
where f is a real number such that
Vol[x # M | f (x) f ] 12Vol(M),
Vol[x # M | f (x) f ] 12Vol(M).
Then I =I.
Proof. Let d(x, 0) be the distance function to the boundary of 0. Let
0= [x # 0 | d(x, 00)>=].
Let 01=0 & M and assume that Vol(01)<Vol(M&01).
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Let u= be the characteristic function on 0= and a linear function on
0&0= . Then u= is a Lipschitz function and we have
|
M
|{u= |  Vol(00) as =  0.
Moreover u = 0. In fact since Vol(01)<Vol(M&01) this implies that
Vol(M)=Vol(01)+Vol(M&01)<2Vol(M&01). Thus
M |{u= |
M |u=&u = |

Vol(0)
Vol(0 & M)
as =  0.
In particular, since
I 
M |{u= |
M |u=&u = |
we have that
I 
Vol(0)
Vol(0 & M)
.
Since 0 is arbitrary I I.
Let’s show that II . Let u # C(M ) and u1=(u&u )+. Consider the
sets
A*=[x # M | u1>*]
S*=[x # M | u1=*].
Since u1 #0 on at least half the volume of M the sets A* & M=7* for
*>0 satisfy that
Vol(7*)Vol(M&7*)
and hence
I Vol(7*)Vol(0A*).
The co-area formula says that
|
M
|{u1 | dv=|

0 \|S* d_*+ d*.
Hence
|
M
|{u1 | dv=|

0
Vol(S*) d*|

0
Vol(S* & M)I |

0
Vol(7*)
=I |
M
u1 d_.
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A similar calculation shows that u2=(u&u )& satisfies
|
M
|{u2 | dvI |
M
u2 d_.
Summing up the two inequalities we get
|
M
|{u| dvI |
M
|u&u | d_.
The isoperimetric constant I (or I ) is useful to estimate the first non-zero
eigenvalue of the Stekloff problem. The constant I has a clear geometric
meaning. The following proposition is motivated by the well-known Cheeger’s
inequality [Ch].
Theorem 10. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with
boundary. Let &1 be the first non-zero Stekloff eigenvalue. Then
&1
(I*1(k)&ak) a
a2+*1(k)
,
where I is defined in (13), a>0 and *1(k), k>0, is the first eigenvalue of the
problem
2u+*1(k) u=0 on M,
u
’
+ku= 0 on M.
Proof. Let u be the first eigenfunction for the Stekloff problem (2) and
v=(u&u )+. Then v=0 on at least half the volume of M. Hence v2=0
and we have
I |
M
v2|
M
|{v2|2 |
M
v |{v| dv.
Hence
I |
M
(u&u )2+2 |
M
(u&u )+ |{u| dv.
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Similarly we obtain
I |
M
(u&u )2&2 |
M
|(u&u )& | |{u| dv.
Therefore
I |
M
(u&u )22 |
M
|u&u | |{u| dv
2 \|M |u&u | 2+
12
\|M |{u| 2+
12
a |
M
|u&u | 2+
1
a |M |{u|
2.
For any function . we have
|
M
.2 dv
1
*1(k) _|M |{.| 2+k |M .2& .
Hence we get
I |
M
|u&u | 2\ a*1(k)+
1
a+ |M |{u| 2+
ak
*1(k) |M |u&u |
2
or equivalently
I\ a*1(k)+
1
a+
M |{u|
2
M |u&u |
2+
ak
*1(k)
.
Using the fact that u is the first eigenfunction with eigenvalue &1 we find
that
\I& ak*1(k)+
a*1(k)
a2+*1(k)

&1 M u
2
M (u&u )
2 .
Since M u=0 we get that
M u
2
M(u&u )
21
and therefore
&1
(I*1(k)&ak) a
a2+*1(k)
.
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We want to remark that there exists estimates for *1(k) for non-convex
domains see form example [PW].
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